
 

It was the ball of the century in the Vulpon Cloister. Anyone who didn’t wish to be 

ostracised simply by association endeavoured to attend, for when the great Starweaver Raiko 

himself hosted an event you dropped everything to clear your schedule. 

The ram-fox strode across the promenade, dressed in the most elegant, yet sharp looking 

outfit he had. It was tight in all the right spots with a knee length hem, the surface was traced 

with glowing lines that must have taken several slaves multiple weeks to build so perfectly. 

He looked at his subjects as he passed, so many of them had also pulled out every stop in 

their dress. The theme of the event had been the Starweaver himself, and even those who 

weren’t born foxes had done their best to disguise the fact in their attire or colourings.  

Every step he took he basked in the tribute and adoration of those who revered him. 

Even the servants and slaves had been dressed up to match, the former being given ballroom 

masque’s and dressed in Raiko’s colours, while the slaves moved around encased within thick 

suits.  

The only way to tell the slaves apart was by a number imprinted in the black ruff that 

mimicked Raiko’s fur, though the Starweaver had decreed that all the suits be rubber, with 

figure-exaggerating padding that gave them an idealised and sexualised appearance. He was 

glad to see many of the slaves were receiving the right attention; while nothing explicit was 

permitted on the open floor, the house had provided restraints and devices to pose and play with 

the slaves.  

He did glance sideways out of some of the more… antagonistic members of his court, 

noting that they had gathered no less than three of the suited slaves together and were figuring 

the most humiliating ways to display them. That had better not have been a slight at his person. 

Regardless though, he had a party to make the most of, and already there were a line of 

hopeful guests all desperate to get his personal attention.  

 

“Hey, you can’t be back he-aaaargh!” The guard spoke up, his companion quickly 

reaching toward an alarm with one hand and a weapon with the other, but the canine assailant 

was too quick, delivering an elbow blow to the chest and then a knee up to the doubled-over fox.  

The hellhound woman Roxy looked down at the two figures, a swift boot heel silencing 

the first and waving her own recruits forward.  For Imperial Guardsmen they were pathetic. The 

action had gone unseen and the guards were dragged into the room they were protecting, 

stripped down, tied together, thrown into a closet, and then the pair of foxes on Roxy’s payroll 

dressed themselves up in the uniforms.  

The first step had concluded without a hitch. 



 

 

Even one as divine as the Starweaver soon felt some fatigue. He’d conversed for a good 

while but was reaching a limit. He gestured to one of the better decorated servants, not that he 

deigned to remember their name or face, and told them to prepare some refreshments in his 

private chamber. 

Two more party-goers lay between him and a smooth exit, and by the time he extracted 

from that chat he was ready to fall into a chair. Still, he kept his smugly confident smile going 

and sauntered with grace up the stairs and away for a spell. The guards gave the expected salute 

before opening the door for him, and he walked into the dimly lit room.  

“Oh, come now, who was in charge of the lights? Send them to the dungeon for some 

corrective training!” He said, offended at the dimness.  

In response, a lattice of purple lines lit up from one of his seats, moving as the figureof 

Roxy rose. The room lights turned up and Raiko was surprised to see a stranger in his room. 

“What the?” Perhaps the greatest insult was that it was a dog, not even a regal fox or at least a 

wolf.  

“Who do you think you are? Tch, guards, I don’t know how you let this one through, but I 

will ignore your punishment if you see her properly treated for her actions!” He said, looking 

over his shoulder. The two fox guards moved forward and Raiko folded his arms expectantly 

behind his back. 

Rough hands grabbed him by the wrists however, and soon he heard a series of clicks as 

tight cushioning pressed down. Handcuffs? 

“What is the meaning of this? If you don’t stop this at once you’ll be lucky if I only 

imprison you for life!” He snarled but the canine woman leapt forward swiftly, a hand rising up 

to Raiko’s lips. Some manner of high-tech muzzle, the kind Raiko had only seen employed for 

extremely dangerous criminals, -outside of the few he’d had used on some slaves for fun- was 

pressed on and the latch slid behind his head and cheeks, sealing into place.  

The guards both forced him down to his knees as the hellhound smiled arrogantly 

downward at his enraged countenance. “You asked a few questions without giving anyone a 

chance to answer, oh, great Starweaver.” she said, voice twisting the title mockingly. “But hey 

there, I’m Roxy, a bounty hunter, and you just got hunted.” She said, flashing her fangs. This 

close, Raiko was forced to take in his attacker.  

She possessed a grey furred face with purple hair, a pair of short black horns jutted 

upwards from her skull, and they didn’t look prosthetic, and the black and purple attire spoke of 

functionality without sacrificing form. Her hand gripped Raiko’s throat, and started to squeeze, 

choking the air from him.  



 

The ram fox tried to scrabble, laying an unbidden hand on him, even in a flirtatious way 

was highly punishable, but suddenly, without his own guards at his side, and with no court 

looking over his shoulder, he felt powerless. For all his supposed divinity, he was just one man. 

The grip held on until his lungs ached and his vision dimmed. He didn’t know what to think and 

soon it didn’t matter as he slipped unconscious.  

Roxy let go, she didn’t want to kill her bounty of course. “Let’s get our VIP here situated. 

We’ve got a long ride ahead of us. Oh, and great work, lads.”  

 

 

The thrum of machinery, and steady sounds of the space-faring vessel hummed around 

Roxy as she moved down the hallway toward the room at the end, there was still quite some 

distance to travel, but that’s why she’d brought some of her work onto the ship.  

 It was sometimes a risk to combine pleasure and business, but she couldn’t help herself. 

Of course the purely professional and pragmatic thing to do would be to leave Raiko in the 

secure, well tested gear until they got home, then simply throw him in stasis to arrange the drop 

off, but where was the fun in that?  

The idea of seeing such a revered icon brought down to whimpering servitude appealed 

far more, her paycheck would be just as generous, if not more so for the work she’d put in. The 

door hissed open as she walked into the cell and she was pleased to see him awake.  

“Well, Starweaver, I have to hand it to you, it was awfully generous of you to let so many 

of your top staff enjoy such an indulgent party. If you hadn’t stretched your security team so thin 

I doubt we ever could have managed such a clean operation.” She said, crossing to stand in front 

of him. He lurched forward, chained to the wall by a collar and pair of manacles, and still 

sporting that muzzle, but his eyes burned with spirit and outrage.  

“We’re going to get well acquainted with you, and what better way to start then seeing 

you in your full glory. The kind you’ve had so many statues carved in the image of, let’s see if you 

match their physique.” She taunted, her hand skillfully flourishing a small blade.  

Raiko jerked back at that, threats and taunts were one thing, but actual potential for 

harm undermined his bluster. The sharp tip moved closer and Raiko didn’t even need to be 

prompted to hold still.  

The bounty hunter knew what she was about, the finery that the ruler wore cost enough 

to feed five families for five generations, yet to the sliding knife it was just so much textile. It fell 

to the floor when she severed the right spots, so careful that not even a single hair from Raiko’s 

coat fell loose.  



 

She eyed the body up, and then shrugged. “Ah, so it was exaggerated, I’m not surprised, 

but don’t worry, we’ve got an outfit that will give you the proper posture and shape. In fact, we 

had it made in likeness of the suit you just lost!” She said, taking the liberty to caress over 

Raiko’s rump, running the bushy tail through one hand and catching the end of it before 

bringing it up to poke the ramfox’s torso with the tip.  

The bounty hunter raised her other wrist to her face, after tapping the computer-bracelet 

she wore. “Bring the Starweaver’s new clothes in.”  

She toyed around with him while she waited. A hand grabbing Raiko’s chin, twisting it 

around, inspecting every inch of him, she had her reasons, there wouldn’t be much of that body 

on show for a good long while. “Time to get you dressed and trained for your new role. Spoiled 

targets like you tend to need the hardest lessons.”  

She flicked her head and her subordinates moved in closer, but they put the garments 

and tools down to the side, first. Instead, one moved to a panel beside the Starweaver and 

tapped at the display. Part of the arrangement trapping Raiko to the wall clunked and dropped, 

a bar coming out that held his arms above his head but detached from the wall to stand in the 

middle of the room.  

A hatch in the floor parted, and two poles slid to meet the bar, curved and braced. The 

collar detached from his neck, and while he was disoriented by it all, eyes roving in concern, he 

felt a firm grip over his left ankle which was pressed to the newly built frame and clipped into a 

cuff there.  

More tools thrummed around and emerged from the ship’s bay. “See, there’s some 

people out there who would just hit the automatic button on this machine, but me? I prefer the 

personal touch of merely letting it all aid me in dressing a subject.” She reached one hand out 

and was given a flopping sleeve of the rubbery material that most of the outfit was composed of.  

She bunched it up a little as one machine arm came down, feeding one end into it and 

stretching it with her left hand while the right grabbed Raiko’s free foot. She forced his leg down 

into the sleeve and then the machine rose upwards, dragging the long hollow length of rubber up 

with her own hand keeping pace. Raiko felt the tight garment travel every inch, lined with a 

smooth lubricant that permitted it to easily glide up, yet hug tightly when it stopped. It rose 

from the base of his pelvis to his rump at that side, and the toes were pressed into stiff individual 

pouches, lined with some thick gel that moulded and settled down into place.  

She slapped his leg back against the frame, clacking the cuff over it and releasing the left 

leg, repeating the gesture until both legs had been sealed into the sheer black rubber. They lifted 

up another piece of the puzzle, a half-length bodysuit, lacking coverage between the legs.  

Raiko’s legs were again temporarily unbound and even though the fox was outraged, he 

knew better than to kick at them. He was honestly hoping that behaving well might prompt 

them to let him stand on his own legs instead of having them shackled, but as soon as they’d 



 

slipped the garment upwards, his legs were latched back into bondage. The rubber squeaked as 

it brushed against the long leggings and aided by the machine it was pulled to the top of his ribs. 

When the arms released it, it snapped down tightly and made him whimper into the 

muzzle. The fox's tail had been fed through a hole at the bottom but that was as low as this 

section of the suit went, joining up to touch the tops of the leg dressings while leaving the white 

fur of Raiko's pelvis uncovered, leaving his bits to drift in the still air. 

"Oho? What's this?" Roxy said, stalking around and peering down. She was honestly 

expecting this, used to it in fact, the feeling of tight clothing squeezed so sensually over a body 

often excited the receiver, and it was no shock that one as openly twisted as Raiko was getting 

turned on, but she always liked to pretend it was a surprise, it helped make some of her captives 

feel their response was abnormal and worrying. She let one finger drop to his swelling member 

and lightly flicked the tip all while smirking to further his humiliation. 

“Looks like he’s enjoying the warm-up, eh? Good news, little dictator, we have plenty 

more to go.” She said, giving his tail a sharp tug. She kept hold of the tip as again, using her right 

hand and the machine, she fed a sleeve over the top of the fur, compacting the luxurious volume 

down as it was swallowed up in thick rubber, joining up at the base with the body-bracing suit.  

The next targets were Raiko’s arms, but rather than doing them individually, the 

garment that Roxy fetched from the diminishing pile was like a strange crop-top and cowl in 

one. One arm was detached, fed into the suit and to Raiko’s horror, he saw that the sleeve was 

shut at the end, lacking holes for the hands or even separated open parts for the fingers. The 

hound pulled it down tight until it balled his fist up and then reattached the wrist shackle.  

“You two, get ready to dress him up, and you know better than to listen to him.” She said, 

her hand sliding to the back of Raiko’s muzzle. She clipped it open and let it simply fall off his 

face as they moved forward, taking the other parts of the garment.  

“Is it money you want? Status? Power? I can give you more than that, I’ll even overlook 

your species! I mean, you have the horns, the rest of the court believe that’s part of my divinity! I 

could get you instated in luxury for all your days!” He tried, knowing that the kind of hunter he 

was contending with wouldn’t be moved by pleas, begging or threats, and offering his greed a 

better deal certainly would have worked on him. 

“Oh, wow, different than expected, honestly tempting, but I doubt the sincerity of your 

offer, sweetheart. I imagine you’d betray us at the first chance you get.” Roxy replied, positioning 

herself too close for Raiko’s comfort. His length was millimetres off brushing her body and 

occasionally did, only further embarrassing him.  

“No, no, I wouldn’t! Well, sure I’ve always made examples of those who wronged me, but 

as far as anyone else knows we might have just met! Divine kin, as it were!” His words spilled in 



 

a hurry as the rubber was pulled over his other arm and head, the cowl even had a face-mask 

built into it, tight to his scalp once the horns were threaded through their holes.  

There was a trace of relief when the cowl was pulled until smoothed out, and allowed his 

nose, eyes and mouth free access to the world beyond, but the time it had spent over his eyes 

had blotted his vision from what followed, a shining blue ball had made its way into Roxy’s palm 

and was mercilessly rammed into his mouth when he opened it for more words. In seconds the 

harness attached to the gag was tugged behind his head, extra straps anchoring below his chin 

and travelling from the bridge of his snout to the lock, another advanced one that clicked shut 

without so much as a buckle or keyhole to be seen.  

The rubber itself was smoothed into place, too, cutting under Raiko’s arms and sides, 

and trailing down the back to meet the raised cinching rubber below his ribs. However the front 

of his chest was left bare, nipples on display. “Look at you! It feels like you were made to wear 

this kind of thing!” Roxy said, her voice affecting the compliment to be genuine.  

Her hands rose up, bearing more blue glowing parts made of thicker stiff rubber, which 

she let the machines handle, they were wedged over the ram-fox’s horns, lending a soft grip to 

them and dulling any chance of harm from them. 

While the multiple arms were dressing him she wasn’t idle, taking a piercing puncher 

and with only a light squeeze from her fingers as warning, she snapped it into his nipples, swiftly 

fitting two barbell piercings in place that glowed the same. Raiko was moaning constantly now, 

the extra sensation of pain and tingling feelings made him all the more worried of his change in 

station. And that was before she brought out a second tool, bearing similarities, and raised it to 

his face, pressed into his nose! 

There was a sharp pinch that drew water to the fox’s eyes, even though it wasn’t the 

highest pain he had felt. Roxy raised a blue hoop that joined the newly installed piercing and 

then threw the used tools to the corner of the room.  

“Alright, finishing up and then we can move on!” She said with a grin, tapping at her 

wrist again. This part was entirely automated, mechanical arms with pointed tips came down 

and started to rove over the suit, suddenly ducking in to touch along the seams. They zeroed in 

on every part where the rubbery lines joined to meet another component.  

Raiko’s breath caught and he squeaked in panic “Mmph?! Smmmh!” The tightness was 

growing to be uniform, the arms using specialised elements to spread a thin trace of rubber and 

then sear it until the disparate parts were combined into a whole suit.  

“When I said ‘finishing up’, I meant with the first layer.” She added, moving to the next 

part. Raiko was tugging in desperation, now, but even so he couldn’t resist as the woman 

removed his ankles from the cuffs, both at once, and with a minion assisting and mirroring her, 

she dressed his legs again. The first additions were thicker, matte-shined stockings of rubber, 

traced with the blue light colour that matched the gag and Raiko’s former getup. These garments 



 

rose up to Raiko’s thighs, tight enough to bite in, and then thick soled boots were added on, 

rising up the shin but with a rod that kept Raiko’s heels high.  

Roxy had started to accelerate her work, shackling Raiko’s legs again. One of her fellows 

brought forward a tight corset which they slapped onto Raiko’s belly while Roxy grabbed the 

edges and pulled them back behind. More taps at her wrist brought down a specialised arm with 

blue neon laces, strong as metal. It threaded them through loops at the back, criss crossing and 

tightening the corset down around the squirming fox who was already having trouble keeping 

his feet below him with the bulky footwear. 

Her hands dropped below the corset, brushing again at Raiko’s cock, the panic had 

started to relax it a little, but her stimulation stole some blood flow away to it again. “Tight 

enough for a ruler?” She asked playfully. 

 Her fingers fell away, rising up his sides and squeezing at his chest before settling at his 

cheeks, holding them and tilting his head up. “That corset should make you match your statues, 

but still, we need to fix this droop in your head!” She said, tauntingly, Raiko whined, he could 

predict what that meant. 

He was right, a thick neck corset was raised and slapped against his throat, but more 

than that it had some straps built into it that hung downwards. “Plllhm nhhm!” He squeaked, 

but roxy was already clipping it together, more machinery built into the collar tugged it shut, so 

perfectly crafted it didn’t leave a marking where the many latches hid.  

The boots were stiff, limiting his legs motion, but in comparison they were almost gentle. 

The neck corset’s lining inflated and the corset was tightened to the limits, and both pieces of 

equipment denied the covered bones and muscles the chance to bend at all. When it had settled 

it rigidly locked his head and waist in place.  

The cruel canine reached up again to pull Raiko’s left arm down, out of his sight. She 

tugged it to bend in front of his chest, at a right angle, and then the straps from the collar started 

to suggest their purpose.  

The strap that traced down the middle of Raiko’s chest connected to the corset and then 

strappy cuffs were threaded over his shoulder and upper arm, with two more under the forearm 

and wrist, though they were loose for now. The mittened hand was pulled into a strap at the side 

of the corset which was cinched down over the top, holding his arm even more firmly than the 

cuffs of the frame had.  

Fearing the loss of all agency, Raiko tried to pull with his right arm, when they brought it 

down, but Roxy just gave a nod to one of her attending subordinates who helped her wrestle the 

limb into the symmetrical array of straps and cuffs. The loose straps were then folded up over 

the arms to bind them together. 



 

“Hah, look at that heart rate soar!” Roxy said, tapping the side of Raiko’s neck where the 

collar proudly displayed his statistics. The blue neon linings of his attire were not just for show, 

subtly tracing and scanning him all the while. They didn’t feel any need to address his torso now, 

letting the fox struggle, though his arms were already too tight to split them apart from any 

angle, with a final anchoring strap running below the breast-line to connect them together while 

also sensually biting his hide. 

Roxy lowered her attention to his tail, snapping two more heavy metal cuffs over the limb 

at the half point and near the tip. The tip cuff was then snapped onto the ankle-cuff binding 

raiko’s tail out of the way, which she let him know with a swift finger between the cheeks.  

With that done, she dropped down to the ground, turning to fish out a solid metal bar 

which connected to the cuffs over Raiko’s ankles. And then, rather than opening up, the cuffs 

detached from the frame itself. Raiko grunted, realising the presence of the spreader bar when 

he tried to move but found his legs were stiff and stuck. “Careful, now, wouldn’t want to drop on 

your cute little nose.”  

Her work was nearly complete, there was just one single solitary part of equipment left 

on the bench. She lifted it up, keeping it down out of Raiko’s sight. Despite his palpable fear, his 

rock hard length stood proudly, and that was her target.  

Raiko felt a chilly point at the tip of his engorged cock and then let out another plaintive 

whine as a metal rod was pushed down the urethra to sound it out. When it had sunk in, more 

chill coldness followed. A solid metal tube sat at the end and Roxy was excessively forceful in 

pushing it down forcing the hard foxhood to bend into the chastity device.  

The pain and panic awakened something more in Raiko and made it all the harder for 

both of them, though it was the kind of challenge Roxy savoured. She pushed until the cage 

reached the base of his shaft and then with a tug and a click, the anchoring parts locked together 

behind the ramfox’s balls.  

Her subject was all dressed up, it was time to verify and test some things. Her wrist 

computer was synchronised to the collar, feeding the information there, and she wanted to test 

it, starting with a small bag. She threw it over Raiko’s head, cinching it shut, it immediately 

deflated and puffed up again, showing that it was air-tight. Raiko’s eyes were wide in shock as 

his vision was lightly obscured but slowly fogging up.  

Roxy pulled out one of her own toys, waving twice to her subordinates, they took the 

dismissal and left the room, turning it to a suddenly private and intimate affair. There was a 

‘hmmmzt’ in the air as she turned the toy on, a holographic, hardlight strapon in the shape of a 

generous horse’s cock. She casually let it hang there and watched the readings, the oxygen levels 

in Raiko’s blood were rapidly falling as he grew panicked and wasted the air he had.  



 

Her wristband let out a chime and vibrated once to alert her, displaying an estimated 

time until Raiko fell unconscious from deprivation. She smirked, letting it tick down until there 

was a minute left and then she loosened and threw off the bag.  

Raiko was given no rest, however, for though cool air hit his face, filled with nourishing 

compounds, something solid thrust between his thighs, pushing between them and resting 

below the balls. The thick shaft rubbed forward and backward as Roxy playfully pressed herself 

forth until her hip was at his rump, his height raised by the rigid soled boots. The flared shaft 

bumped against Raiko’s chastity cage, which was already leaking a drop of moisture, and then 

without warning, it began to buzz! 

The dildo sent the vibrations up between Raiko’s legs, further tormenting the poor fox. 

She leant in and whispered. “I could spare you on this monster right now, your majesty, but I’m 

going to let you wait. Maybe one day you’ll beg me for it, after all, you certainly won’t be getting 

off to any frontal attention ever again.”  

One hand pressed over his thigh, fingers squeezing harshly at the rubber coated muscle. 

She adjusted the angle to squash the vibrations right at the tip of the cage and was rewarded 

with Raiko shuddering. He tried to pull away, which made him rock precariously.  She 

capitalised by running her hand up his tail, thumb leading to tease at his rump, making him jerk 

and shiver.  

His balance was off from the shoes, the spreader bar and the way Roxy was pressing into 

him constantly, displaced so far that as she started the thrusting tease again, his legs quivered 

and pitched him forward. Roxy was fast to move in front, catching him before he hit the deck, 

but then dropping him the last few inches anyway. 

“Can’t even stay standing? What happened to all that vulpine grace?” She teased. “Well, 

I’ll help you stay up.” 

She pressed around some more, the frame disconnected, the floor parts folding away, but 

the upper bar lowered from the ceiling. Roxy guided it to the leg bar and then up to Raiko’s 

collar, folding his legs in a hog-tie that tested the limit of his two corsets, and then the apparatus 

rose again, holding the former Starweaver off the ground, suspended in the air.  Roxy let him 

stare down the length of her holographic shaft, holding the tip at the front of his ball gag so that 

he could see the glistening wetness that had dripped from his caged rod. She held it there, 

enjoying his muffled grunts, before she turned it off again.  

“Well, I’ll be back to check on you tomorrow, but don’t worry, we’ve got a long flight 

ahead of us, those piercings should heal nicely by the time we come to port.” The door slid shut 

behind her and all the lights turned out with it, throwing Raiko into weightless darkness and 

solitude once more.  

 



 

It was many cycles later that the ship arrived at the inconspicuous moon base that Roxy 

kept. She’d spared no expense in making it fit to purpose, a retreat that would be fiendishly 

difficult to find for any rivals or retribution that might come about from hunting her targets.  

She’d tested and tormented the Starweaver every day of transit, adding further items 

sometimes, using all manner of toys and tortures to both pleasure and punish as her whims 

struck her. Raiko had seemed more and more defeated after each session, but the hellhound 

never let up, working to break him out of any notion of rebellion while affording zero chances for 

him to even try.  

Of the initial attire, the spreader bar and gag were the only parts that she took off him 

and the latter was often just replaced with something else. On the last day of the week after he’d 

been rehoused at her base, she’d finally appreciated his spirit to be bent to the point that a single 

ounce more might break it.  

She strode into the room he was in, his chest and bound arms lying on a bench while his 

knees were strapped to either side of it. His chained tail was raised in the air, displaying his 

goods, and she stepped around in front of him before sliding down into a chair and folding her 

legs confidently. “Well, little slave, it seems you’re coming around to your future. You know, my 

ship might be fast, but your fox-guard have fleeter craft still. That you’ve heard no news should 

be a good indicator as to how lost you are… yes?”  

The fox barely even twitched his rubber-coated ears at that, letting out a soft grunt. His 

ball gag had been replaced with a meaty tube that poked to tickle his throat even more muffling 

and humiliating. “As fun as it’s been having you to myself, I am still a professional, bills and 

overheads need to be addressed, so naturally you’ll have to be sold on. Fortunately for me 

they’re paying some of the costs up front, which is great, because a high value target like you… 

well, if you showed up in someone’s harem even a month from now they’d likely lose their life.  

Which means I have to tame you, train you and keep you until the heat has died down. 

And I’ve come up with a way to do all three while keeping my costs down.” She said, ominously.  

Her fingers tapped at the wrist device again, checking Raiko’s vitals, it even told her that 

he would be little trouble in his current mood. Which also meant less fun to man-handle him 

personally. For this she would just relax and watch it all unfold.  

Her fellow kidnappers slipped into the room, reaching down to unbind Raiko’s legs from 

the floor and lifting him upward, his thick heeled shoes hanging in the air. He was held still 

below a narrow circle, barely wide enough to fit around him. It whirred to life, and then shot 

down to the floor suddenly, see through walls connecting below him. The ring began to rise up, 

trailing a long flexible membrane inside that stretched over Raiko, On reaching the ceiling it 

hissed as the air was sucked out of it, pulling the whole mass tight to the fox, while below a 

viscous liquid bubbled upwards.  



 

The cloying coating was thick enough that combined with all his gear he could barely 

move, though a slender tube was fed down the centre of the membrane and stuffed into one 

nostril. It permitted him a pittance of air. 

The gel that rose around him however, was soon overpowering him, and even buoyant 

enough to raise him off the floor as much as the membrane permitted. He could do nothing as 

the gel slurped over him covering until it matched the height of the tube. And then he was left 

there.  

Roxy’s lips were moving, he could see it, she looked like she was talking straight to him, 

but not a single sound penetrated the feelings that held him still.  

She rolled her eyes and pointed to Raiko’s left. His confused eyes twitched and he saw a 

display that bore text, as Roxy spoke, it filled out more of it, transcripting her words in real time. 

So Starweaver, this will be your resting place for the next while. The air supply will cut 

off shortly, and you’ll notice that your gag has no holes for food, nor your suit for waste, but 

worry not, you won’t die, you won’t need any of those functions. You see, you’re about to go 

into stasis, I can’t tell you how long it will be until it’s quiet enough to bring you out, but, aside 

from if you manage to fall asleep, something you won’t need to do either, you’ll be conscious 

for every minute of it.  

When your prison sets we’ll have you moved to a more prominent display, but don’t 

worry, only those I can trust with the secret will know your identity. To other guests, a quick 

temperature adjustment will render you invisible… like so. 

She pressed a button and as the gel cooled around Raiko the membrane that clung tightly 

to him grew clouded, soon blacking out entirely until he couldn’t even see out. Roxy smirked, the 

outline was vague enough, thanks to the gel growing muddier too, that one would only know she 

had a long term captive, with little chance to guess who the poor soul could be. Even Raiko’s 

glowing garments were imperceptible through all this.  

The heat rose again, returning the light some minutes later, as well as fresh text to greet 

him.  

I thought about adding a visor to let you see me talking, but I like it like this. You, 

uncertain how long you’ll be in darkness, with only your thoughts. It’s kind of beautiful to 

imagine.  The air’s already stopped. Didn’t notice you weren’t breathing any more, I’ll bet?  

She paused, laughing at the confused roaming of Raiko’s eyes, the only part that could 

move.  

Marvellous. Well, I’ll be sure to break out the celebrations, maybe if the one who hired 

me is feeling generous, I’ll take you out for some personal time, he might even let me plow your 

depths with that toy of mine. 



 

Until then, rest tight little emperor. Computer, end the dialog-.  

The vocal command took hold and Roxy rose to stand locking eyes with the fox, striding 

over and setting her hand on the tube with a grin… 

 

 

 

 


